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Kennel Club Books. Hardcover. Condition: New. 176 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 7.1in. x
0.8in.Celebrating the canine worlds genius child, the Poodle, boasting the most abundant coat in
dogdom and the most humanlike personality, this Smart Owners Guide, created by the editors at
Dog Fancy magazine, offers the most up-to-date and accurate information every dog owner needs
to become a well-informed caregiver for his dog. Illustrated with color photographs of adorable
puppies and handsome adults, this easy-to-read primer is designed in a modern, lively manner that
readers will find user-friendly and entertaining. Each Smart Owners Guide offers a description of
the breeds character and physical conformation, historical overview, and its attributes as a
companion dog. The reader will find informative chapters on everything he or she needs to know
about acquiring, raising, and training this remarkable purebred dog, including: finding a breeder
and selecting a healthy, sound puppy; preparing for the puppys homecoming, shopping for
supplies, and puppy-proofing the home; house-training; veterinary and home health maintenance;
feeding and nutrition; and grooming. Obedience training for basic cues (sit, stay, heel, come, etc. )
and solving potential problem behaviors (barking, chewing, aggression, jumping up, etc. ) are
addressed in separate chapters, as are...
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Comprehensive manual for pdf fans. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You will like how the writer publish this book.
-- Mr . Ez equiel Rolfson-- Mr . Ez equiel Rolfson

Absolutely essential study book. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I found out this ebook from my i and dad suggested this ebook to understand.
-- Dr . Ler a  Spencer-- Dr . Ler a  Spencer
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